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that one of the functions in coreR is called with the argument unknown,
which is a parameter that doesn't have a specific value, but I can't find
any information about how to use it. Eg., when you call hist by default it

uses hist(data) But I'd like to know what to do when there's only one
argument in the data. If it is easy to do, I'd also like to know what to do
when there is more than one argument, like if someone calls something
like hist(data[1], data[2], data[3]) How can I get this information? A: We

should use the... syntax, that allows us to pass extra arguments. For
instance, if we want to pass a vector of data to the same function then we
can do this (pardon the reshape(...) call on a small sample): myfun(data =

read.table(text = "~/Dropbox/data/data.txt", header = TRUE)) A: As
others have mentioned, the... style of parameter expansion is the easiest
approach. However, if you really want to know what happens when you

call hist(), then you can find out by disassembling the function: > dis(hist)
> ## standard prologue etc. > hist(data) NULL So it's passing NULL as

the first argument. You might want to use > (x typeof(x) [1] "list" >
length(x) [1] 1 ... which tells you that you get the one data argument at

the call site. (It's interesting to see how R is implemented: they take a set
of generic functions that can be instantiated on any data type, and
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